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The decade that took us from
peace to war
T

he United States entered the
21st century at peace. Its principal adversary, the Soviet Union,
had collapsed just a decade earlier
after some 50 years of relentless competition. Despite this triumph, the
geopolitical horizon was tinged with
uncertainties, and by the time George
W Bush became president, the most
important challenge perceived by his
administration was protecting American pre-eminence against new rising
powers like China.
Brought up on a Cold War diet of
great power politics, the new
President’s advisers preoccupied
themselves with the task of managing
China by renewing American strength
at home and resuscitating US partnerships abroad. For them, the threat of a
systemic transition was at the best of
times a difficult problem to manage
successfully, and it was only complicated in the case of China because The Taj Mahal Hotel in Mumbai, November 27, 2008, a day after terrorists attacked the hotel.
Washington and Beijing were econom- The incident forged a US-Indian counterterrorism partnership
ically interdependent in ways that
were never true during the Cold War.
The Bush administration was convinced that Beijing was a serious challenge that needed to
be handled carefully, and this view was only strengthened
by the EP-3 crisis that occurred in April 2001.
Even before the presidential election, Bush’s advisers had
already envisaged a new relationship with India as a critical component of the US approach to engaging China. This
effort received a strong fillip when Atal Bihari Vajpayee’s
government in New Delhi provided an unexpected
endorsement of the president’s effort to reorient the strategic nuclear regime. From then on, the transformation of
US-India relations gathered steam, galvanized by common
domestic opponents in the name of fighting terrorism.
concerns in Washington and New Delhi about Beijing’s
The American objective in these altered circumstances,
rise. This process was only aided by Pakistan’s absence
then, consisted of developing a strategy that would permit
from the equation: Islamabad, still under American sancWashington to successfully prosecute the campaign against
tions, was perceived by the Bush administration as largely
Al Qaeda and the Taliban without the distractions of a subirrelevant to the ongoing tectonic shifts in global geopolicontinental war, while at the same time weaning Pakistan
tics, and, if anything, Pakistan’s loose affiliation with China
away from its involvement with terrorism, nudging it
only made it somewhat suspect.
towards the path of success, and rebuilding US-Pakistan
This geopolitical framework was rudely interrupted by
relations on a more sustainable basis — even as the US
September 11, 2001. Almost overnight, the US focus on
leaned on it for assistance in the campaign in Afghanistan.
China was displaced sharply by an attention on
While the administration attempted to manage this dilemAfghanistan — and with the prospect of American military
ma, it simultaneously sought to engage China without losoperations came the hitherto unimaginable rehabilitation
ing sight of the fact that Beijing could become a serious
of Pakistan.
long-term threat. And it never quite lost sight of its original
Islamabad, which until then had been ignored and ignordesire to build a new relationship with India, though at
able, now suddenly became the center of American stratevarious moments early on it seemed confused about how
gic consideration. Washington’s need for Pakistani cooperexactly to deepen the partnership. Thanks to the indefatiation in its newly inaugurated global War on Terrorism
gable efforts of Robert D Blackwill, the then American
raised the prospect that its involvement in international
Ambassador to India, and his allies in Washington, this
terrorism might be ignored because of the necessities assochallenge was finally surmounted, despite the complicaciated with Operation Enduring Freedom. The Chinese
tions caused by the renewed US engagement with Pakistan
response to the new struggle against global terrorism only
and the transitory displacement of China as a critical
complicated the American challenge further because
strategic concern.
Beijing — like many other countries — adroitly exploited
Given the intractable challenges embedded in this stratethe new American preoccupation to strengthen its relagy, it is a surprise — in retrospect — that the US succeeded
tions with the US, while intensifying its struggle against
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as much as it did. The US appears on
the cusp of defeating al-Qaeda in
Pakistan after a decade of resolute
counterterrorism operations, in part
because of Islamabad’s assistance.
Mark that an A+.
Washington also helped prevent a
major India-Pakistan crisis in 200102 from degenerating into a war that
might have undermined the larger
campaign against terrorism; it subsequently facilitated crisis management
when India became a victim of Pakistani-supported terrorism in 2008; and
it forged a US-Indian counterterrorism partnership that has contributed
towards enhancing Indian security
even if it has not decisively eliminated
the continuing sources of threat
towards both India and the US. That
deserves at least an A–.
Through a concerted effort at ‘deARKO DATTA /REUTERS
hyphenation,’ which culminated in the
civilian nuclear cooperation agreement, both Bush and his successor
Barack Obama engaged New Delhi
and took the bilateral relationship to
new heights, laying the foundations
for a geopolitical reorientation of global significance over
the long term. Clearly an A.
The failures, however, are just as significant. For all the
efforts expended so far, the US is no closer to eliminating
Pakistan’s involvement in terrorism today or transforming
Pakistan into a successful state than it was in 2001;
Washington’s partnership with Islamabad remains fraught
and the prospects for a new beginning remain bleak so long
as Pakistan remains hostage to an uninspiring civilian leadership and a solipsistic military. Mark that an indisputable
D.
Defeating the Taliban in Afghanistan still lies beyond
reach in large measure because of Washington’s failure to
attain Islamabad’s full cooperation. That earns a D as well.
The challenges involving China, though muted since
2001, still persist and will only grow more virulent over
time. China’s power continues to steadily increase, and if
its rise persists long enough, China could begin to threaten the United States in consequential ways in Asia and
beyond. Although Washington, like New Delhi, seeks to
benefit from China’s continued growth, neither American
nor Indian leaders have yet found solutions that guarantee
that Beijing’s continuing ascendancy will remain peaceful,
given that US competition with China will likely grow in
extent and intensity as the opportunistic cooperation born
out of 9/11 slowly gives way to rising economic challenges,
deeper geopolitical rivalry, and increased military threats
to the United States and its allies. Mark that an incomplete.
And the largest challenge of all and one that matters
above all else — restoring America’s strength at home —
has scarcely begun to be addressed. That remains the most
consequential incomplete of all.
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